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●
As a scientific discipline, genomics has really
burst onto the scene over recent years and
caused a rapid revolution in biological research.

It has brought full light into the cave where previously
our torches could only illuminate discrete parts. Where
before our knowledge was restricted to individual genes
or clusters of genes representing a small fraction of the
genome, for some species we now have the complete
catalogue giving a much clearer holistic view. But what
triggered the revolution?

● Rapid acceleration
Back in 1977 Fred Sanger and his colleagues at the LMB
in Cambridge got the ball rolling by working out the
fundamental methodology for determining DNA
sequences. At that time they determined the 5,386
nucleotide sequence of the bacteriophage φX174 – the
first complete genome. These were the crucial first steps,
but to put things in perspective, using the 1977 ‘state-
of-the-art’ DNA sequencing technology it would have
taken around a million years to finish the human
genome! A decade later, automation of Sanger’s
technique had brought that figure down to around a
thousand years. In the early 1990s huge financial
investment was dedicated to elucidating the human
genome. The sheer weight of this investment accelerated
the advancement of sequencing technology to a point
where completing the human genome within 10 years
became feasible.

● Less is more
So it seems that the genomic revolution was triggered by
the quest to sequence the human genome. Now, humans
have 24 chromosomes composed of about 3,000 million

DNA bases. Prokaryotes,
on the other hand,
typically have a single
chromosome with only a
few million bases. This size
difference means that
many of the large
sequencing centres round
the world are now easily
capable of producing all
the raw DNA sequence 
for a bacterial genome
project in a single day!
Obviously the full sequ-
encing capacity is not
going to be dedicated to
microbes alone, but it has
meant the opening of a
floodgate for microbiology
with the current rate of
publications on newly
sequenced prokaryote gen-

omes approaching one per week. It could be argued that
although the human genome project triggered the
genomic revolution, microbiology has thus far been the
major beneficiary.

The first complete genome sequence of a free-living
organism (so discounting bacteriophage and viruses) 
was that of the Gram-negative pathogen Haemophilus
influenzae in 1995. By the end of 2002 there were 87
bacterial and 16 archaeal complete genomes in the public
databases compared to only 8 eukaryotes. There has been
a marked rate of increase since the turn of the millennium.
A handful of prokaryotic genomes were completed each
year from 1995 to 1999, then in 2000 there were 16,
rising to 26 in 2001 and 39 last year. At present there are
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around 350 ongoing prokaryotic genome projects. These
are remarkable figures and of course don’t include work
being done in secret by commercial ventures.

The portfolio of genome projects has been dominated
by bacterial pathogens. The threat posed by acquisition
of antibiotic resistances by known disease agents,
emergence of new pathogens and the re-emergence of
long forgotten foes has created some urgency in the need
to further understand these organisms with the ultimate
aim of protecting against infectious disease. Bacterial
genomics has accordingly targeted the agents of 
major diseases such as tuberculosis (Mycobacterium
tuberculosis), meningitis (Neisseria meningitidis), cholera
(Vibrio cholerae), syphilis (Treponema palidum), leprosy
(Mycobacterium leprae) and plague (Yersinia pestis) as well 
as various causes of gastrointestinal, respiratory,
urinogenital and skin infections. Human pathogens
currently account for around 65 % of the completed
prokaryotic genome projects. The remainder is
something of a mixed bag, including model organisms,
extremophiles, symbionts, plant pathogens and species
of environmental, agricultural and biotechnological
interest. An important emerging feature of the microbial
genome portfolio is the number of closely related
genomes. Multiple members of the same genus and 
even species appear on the list, with the Enterobacteriaceae
particularly well represented. Being able to compare a
genome with that of a close relative invariably provides
extra information that cannot be derived from analysis of
each genome in isolation.

● Reaping the rewards
Superficially, genome sequencing may seem like 
nothing more than genetic stamp collecting, but already
analysis of complete genomes has provided new knowl-
edge and given new perspectives to virtually every area 

of
micro-
biological
research. At
a fundamental
level we have a
much clearer picture
of the patterns of insert-
ions, deletions and large and
small-scale rearrangements that
facilitate evolution of the chromosome.
We are also able to relate these changes and
differences to what we know about the lifestyle and niche
of the organism to see how environmental pressures are
shaping the genome.

For pathogens we are now able to view their full arsenal
of pathogenicity determinants, and by comparing
genomes can begin to explain the differing pathogenic
processes. By better understanding such processes we
hope to find new ways to control the spread and
progression of disease. Genomics has also proved to 
be invaluable in vaccine development. An excellent
example of exploitation of genome information has 
been the identification of promising new candidates 
for meningitis vaccines from the full complement of
likely surface proteins in the genome of Neisseria
meningitidis. Comparative genomics is also being used 
in the development of new detection tools crucial to 
early diagnosis and effective treatment of diseases such 
as salmonellosis.

The study of biochemistry has been hugely enriched
by the sheer number and variety of new enzyme
sequences. Fine detail of enzyme function can be
elucidated by alignment of similar protein sequences 
and biochemically adept organisms, such as Streptomyces
coelicolor, Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Mesorhizobium 
loti have shown us the myriad of possible pathways in
which they can be employed. Then there are the
extremophile enzymes whose sequences may lead us to
the secrets of biochemistry at its physical limits. And
let’s not forget the gene products for which we cannot
predict a function – the hypotheticals. These represent
uncharted waters, the genotype for which we have no
phenotype. Some of these are unique to a particular
organism and may be what defines them. Others are
found in virtually all genomes and so must represent
important biological functions of which we are currently
ignorant.

● Come join the revolution
So what next? Almost as soon as genome sequencing
became feasible people saw the huge potential for
exploitation of whole-genome data using other
established technologies. Thus genomics begat post-
genomics. As well as the rapidly advancing technologies
for analysis of transcription (transcriptomics) and
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protein expression (proteomics) on a global scale, there
are many projects aimed at producing mutants for every
gene in the genome. These techniques promise exciting
prospects for dissection of cellular functions but this is
not to say genomics is dead. Although the current
genome portfolio is impressive we have only scratched
the surface. Where do we stop? A representative genome
from every genus or maybe one for each species? And
then there is the added value of comparing closely related
genomes. So far, each completed genome has brought
new knowledge and we can continue to broaden that
knowledge. Ultimately, though, the cost must be
justified by the benefit, so it’s good news that sequencing
costs have been falling ever since large-scale projects
began. Costs may fall even further if researchers manage
to perfect nanopore technology where nucleotide
sequences are ‘read’ as the DNA string passes through a
hole in a membrane. There is also talk of amplifying
whole chromosomes by a rolling-circle method,
bypassing the need to culture the organism and opening
up the non-cultureables to genomic analysis.

Genomics is set to infiltrate and hopefully benefit
every aspect of microbiological research. As with all new
technologies it has a certain level of jargon which may
put people off, so it is important that we learn to 
be comfortable with the language of genomics and

familiarize ourselves with the techniques for exploiting
the resource. To this end the SGM has teamed up with
the Sanger Institute to run courses on a DNA sequence
viewing and analysis tool called Artemis (see page 19).
This is an excellent starting point for any beginner and is
guaranteed to whet the appetite, so why not come and
join the revolution?
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ABOVE:
Early automatic sequencing
machines brought great increases
in data output capacity but slab
gels still had to be poured and
samples were loaded manually.

RIGHT:
State of the art. Samples are now
loaded automatically by a small
robot arm and separated in fine
capillaries (so no need for pouring
slab gels).

BELOW:
The Wellcome Trust Sanger
Institute is dedicated to genome
research with well over a hundred
sequencing machines running 
24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
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